Mutagenic DNA repair in Escherichia coli. XIV. Influence of two DNA polymerase III mutator alleles on spontaneous and UV mutagenesis.
We introduced the dnaE486 and polC74 mutations (which are associated with decreased DNA polymerase III replication fidelity) into excision defective Escherichia coli strains with varying SOS responses. These mutations increased the UV-induced frequency of base pair substitution mutations in all strains tested, except recA430 and umuC122 derivatives. This UV mutator effect therefore requires expression of the SOS error-prone repair system. In recA441 lexA51 strains where the SOS system is constitutively expressed, the UV mutator effect of the dnaE alleles was similar in relative terms (though greater in absolute terms). Since these dnaE alleles decrease rather than increase survival after UV it is argued that they promote a burst of untargeted mutations close to UV photoproducts ("hitch-hiking" mutations) rather than increase the number of translesion synthesis events. The fact that there was no UV mutagenesis in dnaE486 umuC122 or polC74 umuC122 strains indicates that infidelity associated with these dnaE alleles did not of itself enable translesion synthesis to occur. The spontaneous mutator effect conferred by dnaE486 and polC74 was not affected by umuC122 or recA430 indicating that it is not dependent upon error-prone repair ability. In recA441 lexA51 bacteria, where SOS error-prone repair is constitutively induced, the mutator effect of dnaE486 was greater and was largely blocked by umuC122. It is suggested that spontaneously occurring cryptic lesions that are themselves unable to induce the SOS system are subject to translesion synthesis under these conditions and trigger a burst of hitch-hiking mutations that are therefore effectively umuC dependent.